
In My Hands Test 3
covers pages 140-201

THIS IS A TEST!  Although you may use your notes and books, you cannot work together!  If you 
share your answers with someone, you will both fail.  I read each 

answer carefully and want to see YOUR thoughts.
1.  Page 143  At first, Irene began helping the Jews by simply leaving some food in a tin box.  “But even my first 
feeble efforts to help the Jews back in the Radom ghetto could have brought me a bullet in the head; I knew I could 
only be killed once.  What does Irene mean by this quote?  How do her actions of helping the Jews get even 
riskier?  Give specific examples.

2.  Page 143  Why does Irene borrow a wagon and a horse from the farm where Helen lived?  What is she
 “delivering?”

3.  Page 151  When the Major decides he wants to get a villa in Poland because he is too old to live in a hotel 
room, how does he go about getting one?  How must Irene be the one to “explain things” to the current 
home owners?

4.  Page 152  What news does Irene overhear from Rokita that forces her to immediately figure out a way to get 
her Jewish friends out of the Laundry room?

5.  Page 157 Why does Irene get excited when she sees the basement of the Major’s house?

6.  Page 160  What do the officers think about Irene and the Major’s relationship?

7.  Page 165  When Nazi soldiers are clearing the hotel of all Jews,  why can they not find the Jewish workers in 
the laundry room?

8.  Page 167 In his silent way, how does Herr Schulz help the Jews hide?

9.  Page 171  After they get out of laundry room, where do the Jewish laundry workers have to hide in the hotel 
where no one would expect?



12.  Page 192 Why does Irene panic during one of the major’s parties?  How does she warn her friends?

13.  Page 193-194 Why is the Major furious?
What do the SS see when they search the basement?

14.  Page 201 Why is everyone so upset about Ida. What does Irene beg?

10.  Explain this quote:  In the dining room, the officers and secretaries were making their late appearance. Hardly 
anyone spoke, and when they did, it was with a sour, wincing irritableness. The entire German staff of HKP was 
hungover and in foul spirits. Beyond these walls, people were dying, but the officers and secretaries cared only that 
the noise hurt their heads, and that work would be hard enough today with disruptions from the SS. It was all I 
could do to serve those people breakfast, all the time knowing that my friends must be hearing the same
terrible sounds I heard, and wondering about friends and relatives who had not escaped. 

11. Explain this quote:  Before I fell asleep, I felt a surge of triumph: Rokita thought Ternopol was judenrein tonight, 
that his Aktions had rid the city of Jews once and for all. But I had taken action myself. There were at least six Jews 
left in town. As long as I could help it, Ternopol would never be judenrein


